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Best Forex Signals
Unlock Daily Forex Signals

Over 40,000+ traders trust Learn 2 Trade's live forex signals. Our accurate forex signals are supplied by professional traders - who have over 15+ years experience each in the market, gaining our subscribers 1000's of pips every month in profit. Buy our daily forex signals today, or test our free forex signals on Telegram!


Get Vip Forex Signals
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FOrex 0.01

Crypto 0.01 USD




Trade now
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Trade now
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Service for copy trading. Our Algo automatically opens and closes trades.
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Up to 70 trades per month. There are more than 5 pairs available.
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The L2T Algo provides highly profitable signals with minimal risk.
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Real-time alerts, all via Telegram
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24/7 cryptocurrency trading. While you sleep, we trade.
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Monthly subscriptions begin at £58
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L2T Algo
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Telegram
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Results
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Premium Plan
Unlock Daily Forex Signals



Fancy finding out more about what forex signals are, how they work, and why they are important for your long-term investment goals? If so, be sure to read our guide on the free forex signals service. With our 30-day money-back guarantee, you have got absolutely no reason not to give us a try. You will not regret it.




After making a purchase, you will receive an email containing a link to the Telegram bot. You must provide the email address that you used to purchase the item, the link to join the VIP channel will be provided to you by the Telegram bot.







1 - month

Subscription
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Up to 5 signals daily
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76% success rate
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Entry, take profit & stop loss
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Amount to risk per trade
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Risk reward ratio



£39
per

month



£39 billed every month


Choose plan



3 - month

Subscription
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Up to 5 signals daily
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76% success rate
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Entry, take profit & stop loss
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Amount to risk per trade
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Risk reward ratio



£29.7
per

month



£89 billed every 3 months


Choose plan
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Most popular


6 - month 

Subscription
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Up to 5 signals daily
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76% success rate
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Entry, take profit & stop loss
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Amount to risk per trade
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Risk reward ratio



£21.5
per

month



£129 billed every 6 months


Choose plan



Lifetime 

Subscription
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Up to 5 signals daily
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76% success rate
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Entry, take profit & stop loss
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Amount to risk per trade
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Risk reward ratio



£399




one-time payment


Choose plan



Separate Swing Trading Group
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Up to 5 signals daily
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76% success rate
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Entry, take profit & stop loss
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Amount to risk per trade
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Risk reward ratio



£50
per

month



£50 billed every month


Choose plan
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Up to 5 signals daily
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76% success rate
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Choose plan



3 - month Subscription
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Up to 5 signals daily
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76% success rate
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£89 billed every 3 months
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76% success rate
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£129 billed every 6 months


Choose plan



Lifetime 
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Up to 5 signals daily
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76% success rate
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Entry, take profit & stop loss
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Amount to risk per trade
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Risk reward ratio



£399




one-time payment


Choose plan



Separate Swing Trading Group
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Up to 3 signals weekly
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76% success rate
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Entry, take profit & stop loss
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Amount to risk per trade
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Risk reward ratio



£50
per

month



£50 billed every month


Choose plan
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OR

Become a Professional Forex Trader!



Get LIFETIME access to our VIP forex signals for FREE! Register and deposit the minimum 250 USD with our chosen regulated FX/CFD broker below and receive LIFETIME access to our VIP Forex Signals for FREE!




Choose the best broker in your country
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8 cap. The most popular trading platform in the world, with thousands of CFDs. In one location: Indices, FX, Crypto, and more. We go above and above by offering a user-friendly UI and cutting-edge features.




Choose Broker




Leverage with the worlds leading trading platform, trade thousands of CFDs, and Leverage facilities available. Indices, FX, Crypto, and more in one place. We go the extra mile by providing a user-friendly interface and innovative features.




Choose Broker




Experience trading with a difference with LonghornFX. Get access to over 180+ assets including forex, crypto, and more CFDs with up to 1:500 leverage, 24/7 customer support, and fast transactions!




Choose Broker



Don’t invest unless you’re prepared to lose all the money you invest. This is a high-risk investment and you are unlikely to be protected if something goes wrong. Take 2 minutes to learn more












What’s Included in Our Award Winning Free Forex Signals Telegram Channel

If you are new to the forex market and you would like to get a taste of what our forex signals are like - join our free Forex Signals Telegram channel below!


Join our free telegram group
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Daily Technical Analysis & Weekly Webinars
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Unlock Entry Price
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Up to 5 VIP Forex Signals a day
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Mobile Notifications & Telegram Alerts On All Signals
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Alerts On Economic Events
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Learn 2 Trade Introductury Video
Best Forex Signals Provider 2024

Get a glimpse of the Learn 2 Trade platform, how our signals are sent via Telegram, what's included in the VIP membership and how we achieve over 76% per month.













Meet Our Professional Traders

Orlando is the Lead Trader at Learn 2 Trade and he says the markets we trade are extremely liquid and we (retail traders) are really small fishes here, so also understanding where big money is placing their orders is key and gives you and edge. In a non centralized marketis hard to know where big bets are being placed. But if you study historic price action you know where big bets have been placed in the past. These are key levels, and here is where you will find a high probability of big orders being placed.
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Experts in the main financial markets
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Chat 24/7 with our pro traders
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Live webinars
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Free and VIP Signals
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Best forex signals
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Full technical analysis
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Every question will be answered
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Orlando Gutierrez

15+ years of trading




I believe fundamentals are key to long-term profitability. If you don't know what's moving the markets you are trading you will never be able to make money trading them. I have a very strong grasp on global macro. This means my overall bias, whether I want to buy or sell a currency is always determined by the reality of the economy. Understanding how monetary and fiscal policies affect the valuation or devaluation of a given currency is what I do. That's the edge.
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Olimpiu Tuns

10+ years of trading




Olimpiu Tuns graduated with a Master in Business Administration. He is a seasoned Market Analyst / Trader / Trainer with 10 years of experience in the financial markets having expertise in Forex, Commodities, Index, Cryptocurrencies, and Stocks.His fascination with financial markets started back in 2010, and soon after he began to trade with his own capital. It didn’t take him long to become a senior market analyst, signal provider, portfolio manager, and trainer.He worked as a Market Analyst for three major brokerage companies, as a prop trader, and as a contributor/content creator for news portals, and educational platforms.
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Azeez Mustapha

16+ years of trading




The best method I use in engaging the markets is to go with the flow of the market. That is, to follow the line of the least resistance. I do not go against the flow of the current, as it is easier and more profitable to go with the flow. Whatever the effects of economic and fundamental events have on the markets, I will see them in the charts. Then I will use simple technical analysis to pinpoint the exact entry points. This also determines my exit points – something very crucial in trading.



















Become a VIP Member
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What’s Included In Our VIP Forex Signals Telegram Channel

Join our existing 3500+ members from all over the world who have been profiting from our VIP forex signals and become professional traders.



Up to 5
Forex Signals a Day



76%
Success Rate



3,5K +
Telegram Members






JOIN OUR VIP FOREX SIGNALS TELEGRAM GROUP














Here is more proof of our results

Read our trust pilot reviews on our Forex Signals to understand that you wnat to improve you trading skills
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Thorkild
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Only positive results trading with Learn 2 Trade

I've been trading with Learn 2 Trade for a few months, and my average success rate is around 70% with forex signals. And I've seen that over the course of two months, the total number of profitable trades exceeds the number of losing trades. The hitch with failing trades is that the losses are always capped by the precise stop-loss levels that were indicated. On every signal provided, the total risk to reward ratio appears to be very alluring. A thorough analysis of the signals is frequently offered in addition to just the indications with precise entry and departure positions, which greatly aids in learning and self-improvement.
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Jade
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Services provided are excellent

Overall, the services are first-rate. I am eager to collaborate with them in the future for forex signals. I'll trade not just forex but also cryptocurrencies, indices, etc.
The services are fantastic, and I receive responses very soon after sending a message. The best thing is, however, that they are learning about signals and that great care is taken to get to know the consumer in order to comprehend the trading process as a whole. In addition to several signals, suppliers lack. But I believe that in the long run, this might serve as the primary meal for ongoing success.
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Danny 
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I don’t usually write reviews but

Trading is now much more accessible, which has led to an increase in volatility as well as the peculiar economic period we are seeing as nations attempt to recover from COVID. People seem to have erroneous ideas about what forex signals and analytics will accomplish since they overlook this, and all of the scam guru 1000 pip a day tactics produce an odd story. Despite the fact that not every trade will succeed—which it won't because of the volatility—I utilize these forex signals and have for a time, and they have been profitable for me. Even if you learn to trade yourself, you won't obtain a 100% hit rate if you anticipate it. I personally utilize the forex signals as a guide, and I discover some trades to be quite beneficial along with insightful.
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Juan
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Legit content, good and timely signals

They do offer a fantastic service, and I've been dealing with them for a few months now. Although I work full-time, I trade as a hobby. You should cherish the forex signals as well as the knowledge they convey. Although I've had success with them, you should exercise self-control and only utilise the forex signals as a source of ideas or as a market scanning tool.
Recently, they have been uploading quality content to YouTube. They now post a daily watchlist, which is excellent for giving me a feel of the chances for the day as I work.
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Drake 
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I am a VIP signal user

I must express how grateful I am that L2T gives out full forex signals because I use the VIP signal. I looked at a few other signal services, and I found that the majority of them always masked off a portion of the signals. You will receive all the information, including the entry price, take profit, and stop loss, once you join up.
I've been trading for a year, and the last six months have been spent utilising L2T. I've found that L2T has a decent win percentage. Additionally, it has helped me stop continually monitoring the markets myself.
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Toni
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L2T is the first forex signals...

The first forex signals service I registered with was Learn 2 Trade. Naturally, I began with the free Telegram signals to get a feel for what they have to offer. Surprisingly, almost 80% of the alerts they sent caused me to make money. I was also persuaded to purchase the premium subscription.
The fact that they inform you of new forex signals is the nicest part. For instance, if the market circumstances have altered, you can get another warning to modify your stop-loss. Additionally, they usually send you an analysis of the data on which they base their trade tips. This is great since you can independently validate the signals if necessary.
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Mohammad 
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Amazing signal service I already tried

Incredible signal service. This signal service is very honest with their users, which is really important in addition to the quality of the signals because it demonstrates that the team is showing their users respect by first providing high-quality signals and then by being transparent with their clients. I have tried many forex signals services before, and I found that 95% of those groups were not transparent. In addition to the signals being fairly accurate, the traders constantly monitor specific transactions and alert us to any necessary adjustments to SL, TP levels, etc. I really enjoy the professional webinars that analyse and explain upcoming trading chances. I heartily endorse this 
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What’s Included in Our Free Forex Signals Telegram Group

Join our 40000+ members in the FREE forex signals Telegram group, no details required just click the button and join without paying anything!



3
Signals a Week



76%
Success Rate



40K +
Telegram Members






JOIN OUR FREE FOREX SIGNALS TELEGRAM CHANNEL













We Send Full Technical Analysis With Every Trade, See Examples of Our Trades Below
Our Traders Have Been Scouted From Trading Floors Based All Over the World!

You can join the VIP Telegram group below with the click of a button to see examples of our trades.
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FAQ About Forex Signals




What are Forex Signals?








In its most basic form, forex signals are a trading tip that seeks to speculate on which way a particular currency pair is likely to go in the very near future. The suggestion – which will either be provided by an automated signal service or a human analyst – will suggest a time and price that the trade should be made. The overarching concept of forex signals is that they are designed to alert you when a potential trading opportunity arises.

For example, let’s say that the forex signal service is tracking EUR/USD. The underlying software notices that EUR/USD is substantially overbought – meaning that the pair is likely to go through a correction period. The underlying software assesses that an excellent entry point on the trade is 1.21, which it believes is imminent.

[image: How Forex Signals can be used]
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As such, the forex signal service would then alert its subscribers. This could either be in the form of an email, SMS, or Telegram message. In some cases – the forex signal provider might proceed to contact their VIP subscribers via telephone.

Nevertheless, any forex signal service that is worth its weight in gold will also offer an exit point. For example, while the entry point has been stated at 1.21, traders need to set up a stop-loss order in the event that the signal provider gets it wrong. Moreover, the provider will likely insert a take-profit order too, which allows subscribers to automatically lock-in gains when a certain price point is met.







How Does the Learn 2 Trade Forex Signals Service Work?








How Does the Learn 2 Trade Forex Signals Service Work?

” open=”no” style=”default” icon=”plus” anchor=”” anchor_in_url=”no” class=””]We offer two forex signal options – a free service, and a premium subscription plan – more on this later.

Regardless of which plan you are on, our automated technology will run advanced technical analysis on most major and minor currency pairs, alongside several exotics, too.

Once a signal has been identified, we will then notify our members via the Learn 2 Trade Telegram group.

This is what your signal might look like:

	Currency Pair: GBP/USD.
	Signal: GBP is heavily overbought on the RSI.
	Order: Sell Order.
	Entry Price: 1.3560.
	Stop-Loss: 1.3600.
	Take-Profit: 1.3500.


As you can see from the above, our forex signals will always contain six key pieces of information.

Let’s explore some of these crucial pieces of data in more detail.

📌 Currency Pair

This simply refers to the currency pair that the Learn 2 Trade signal relates to. In most cases, this will either be a major or minor pair. However, if the algorithm spots an opportunity from within the exotic currency space, it will always ensure that members are notified.

📌 Forex Signals

The forex signals provide a brief summary of what the algorithm has found. In other words, this forms the basis of the Learn 2 Trade signal that you will then proceed to trade. In the example above, the signal notes that GBP is heavily overbought on the RSI (Relative Strength Index).

For those unaware, the RSI is a key technical indicator utilized by traders. This, along with dozens of other advanced charting tools, assists the algorithm when it is scanning the markets for trading opportunities. Get our forex trading signals!

📌 Entry Price

The Learn 2 Trade algorithm will also identify the most effective entry point for the trade. In this example, the signal suggests placing a sell order on GBP/USD at 1.3560. If the price is triggered, the trade goes live.

📌 Stop-Loss Price

This is one of the two exit prices that the Learn 2 Trade signal will provide. The stop-loss price refers to the price in which the trade will be automatically closed at if the signal’s prediction does not come to fruition.

Crucially, it ensures that your losses are always mitigated. After all, the automated signals will not be correct 100% of the time.

📌 Take-Profit Price

This operates much like a stop-loss order but in reverse. For example, the signal lets you know what price the trade should be closed at when a certain profit point is met. This ensures that you do not need to be sat at your computer for hours on end waiting to close the trade automatically.

It’s also worth checking out the Top 10 best Defi Coins by market cap to trade with if you are looking for decentralized finance signals.







Is The Forex Signals Service Really Free?








Although it is correct that Learn 2 Trade also offers a premium service, we do provide many free forex signals to those that are yet to subscribe. But why? Well, we understand that the forex signals space is jam-packed with unsavory platforms that claim super-high returns. You can find the free Telegram group here.

But in reality, many of these providers fail to live up to their bold claims. Unfortunately, subscribers only realize this after they have already paid a subscription or worse – a one-off lump sum.

[image: Forex Signals Service Really Free]
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With this in mind, we allow our free members to receive 3 signals per week without asking you to sign up. You’ll be able to get our signals from the Learn 2 Trade Telegram group, and of course – try them out for yourself before making a commitment.

If you then decide that you want to upgrade to the premium plan, you will gain access to our full members’ room. This means that you will get up to 3 signals per day, 5 days per week.



 Note: Learn 2 Trade also offers a way for you to join our premium service for free. Simply join one of our recommended brokers listed on this website via the sign-up link, meet the broker’s minimum deposit amount, and we’ll upgrade you. In doing so, you’ll have access to 3 forex signals per day on a 24/5 basis.






What are Forex Signals Based on?








As we noted in the section above, the Learn 2 Trade forex signals service is based exclusively on technical analysis. The automated technology will utilize heaps of well-known technical indicators and advanced charting tools.

This includes:

✔️ Fibonacci Retracement Levels

Fibonacci retracement levels are also important in the forex signals space. The technical indicator attempts to find a medium-to-long-term trend, followed by a target entry point. More specially, it looks to enter the trend when the markets go through a brief correction phase.


 Note: A market correction is when an asset temporarily reverses in direction, before resuming its upwards or downwards trend. This is usually because traders decide to cash out their profits – which has a short-lived impact on the trend. 

For example, let’s say that USD/CAD has been on a five-day bull run. As is the case with any asset class, a bull-run cannot last forever. On the contrary, the markets will always need to correct themselves at some point – which is usually a result of investors locking in their profits.

When the correction does occur, this is when the Fibonacci indicator will attempt to find an entry point. When it does, the forex signal will forward the trading opportunity to its members.

✔️ Support and Resistance Levels

Support and resistance levels are crucial in the world of forex trading signals. Regarding the former, this is a particular price that a currency pair is finding ‘support’ from the markets.

For example, a historical support line on BTC/USD was the $6,000 mark. In terms of the resistance level, this is the pricing point that the market bears are able to hinder an upward trend.

A forex pricing signal will look to assess where the key support and resistance levels are, and how its members should trade when one of these levels are broken.

✔️ Bollinger Bands

While Fibonacci indicators are concerned with catching a market correction, Bollinger Bands analyze the relationship between price and volatility. In a nutshell, this particular forex signal lets us know when a currency pair is experiencing large volatility levels. It can also be used to determine whether a particular forex pair is in overbought or oversold territory.

✔️ Moving Averages

One of the most common indicators utilized by forex signal providers is that of the moving averages. For those unaware, this particular indicator seeks to calculate the average price of a forex pair over a certain number of historical days. At the forefront of this are both the 100-day and 200-day moving averages, as they cover a much wider time frame to gauge market sentiment.

In most cases, if the current price of a forex pair is above either the 100 or 200-day average (or both), then it indicates that market sentiment is extremely positive. On the contrary, when the current price falls below the aforementioned averages, a bear market is potentially in the making.







What to Consider When Choosing a Forex Signals Provider?








So now that you know what Forex Signals are, how they work, and the types of technical indicators that assist the underlying algorithm – you are might be looking to join a forex signal provider right now. Take note, there are thousands of so-called expert signals providers active in the market. However, very few are able to meet the hyperbole claims that they often make.
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Don’t forget, signals are only as good as the person or company providing them. While certain signal providers will possess a much better success rate than others, there is no guarantee that you will make money. Ultimately, nobody can predict the future – as the forex markets often operate irrationally.

With that said, below you will find some of the considerations that you need to make before signing up for a forex signal service.

✔️ Fees

First and foremost, you need to assess how much the forex signals provider is going to cost you. We are very upfront about our fees here at Learn 2 Trade. Our members have the choice of joining our free signal service – which permits 3 trading suggestions per week.

Alternatively, the premium service – which starts at just over £21.5 per month on a 6-month plan, will give you access up to 3 signals per day – Monday to Friday. You are never under any obligation to upgrade, so if 3 signals per week are all you want -that is all you will get!

✔️ Free Trial

It’s crucial that you choose a forex signals provider that allows you to test the product out first. It really gripes us when providers ask you to pay a fee upfront, without you having the opportunity to first test the effectiveness of the signals.

With that in mind, this is why Learn 2 Trade offers a free forex signal service. In doing so, we are confident that you decide to upgrade to our premium plan once you have had the chance to assess our trading results.

✔️ Types of Forex Pairs

Some forex signals providers will specialize in certain trading pairs – like GBP/USD or EUR/USD. In the case of Learn 2 Trade, our algorithm has the capacity to analyze dozens of majors, minors, and exotics – subsequently giving you the greatest number of trading opportunities throughout the week.

Moreover, our algorithm also analyzes other asset classes such as cryptocurrencies, indices, and commodities.

✔️ Alerts and Notifications

You often won’t have long to capitalize on an upcoming forex signal, so it’s crucial that you are notified as soon as an opportunity arises. This is why we alert you the second a trading suggestion has been identified.

You will receive a notification via Telegram in real-time. Once you’ve obtained the required information, you can place your trade immediately.

✔️ Technicals, Fundamentals, or Both

While the vast majority of forex signals providers focus on the technicals, some will also explore fundamental news events. This is where the signals are based on real-world current affairs.

In the case of Learn 2 Trade, we specialize exclusively on the technicals.

✔️ Track Record and Reputation

As we have mentioned throughout our guide thus far, a forex signal is only as good as the person or company that provides it. On the one hand, there is no knowing how successful a forex signal provider is until you actually try them out for yourself.

Once again, this is why we offer a free forex signal service here at Learn 2 Trade. With that said, our success rate on winning trades to date is 76%. In real terms, this amounts to an average monthly profit of between 30-40%.
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Never Miss a Beat on Trade

All of our forex signals are sent live through Telegram, it can be downloaded on any smartphone and desktop, just turn on your Telegram notifications and get our signals live!
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Signals are sent live via Telegram
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All market news
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Telegram works on all smartphones and desktop
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Takes less than a minute to set up
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Join our free Telegram group to test it out




GET YOUR FREE ACCOUNT TODAY
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+44 (0) 2031468423
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[email protected]

	
Learn 2 Trade Ltd

Ajeltake Road, Ajeltake Island, 

Majuro Marshall Islands, MH96960







The information on the learn2.trade website and inside our Telegram group is intended for educational purposes and is not to be construed as investment advice. Trading the financial markets carries a high level of risk and may not be suitable for all investors. Before trading, you should carefully consider your investment objective, experience, and risk appetite. Only trade with money you are prepared to lose. Like any investment, there is a possibility that you could sustain losses of some or all of your investment whilst trading. You should seek independent advice before trading if you have any doubts. Past performance in the markets is not a reliable indicator of future performance.

WARNING: The content on this site should not be considered investment advice and we are not authorised to provide investment advice. Nothing on this website is an endorsement or recommendation of a particular trading strategy or investment decision.  The information on this website is general in nature so you must consider the information in light of your objectives, financial situation and needs.

Crypto promotions on this site do not comply with the UK Financial Promotions Regime and is not intended for UK consumers.

Investing is speculative. When investing your capital is at risk. This site is not intended for use in jurisdictions in which the trading or investments described are prohibited and should only be used by such persons and in such ways as are legally permitted. Your investment may not qualify for investor protection in your country or state of residence, so please conduct your own due diligence or obtain advice where necessary. This website is free for you to use but we may receive a commission from the companies we feature on this site.

Learn2.trade takes no responsibility for loss incurred as a result of the content provided inside of our Telegram groups. By signing up as a member you acknowledge that we are not providing financial advice and that you are making the decision on the trades you place in the markets. We have no knowledge of the level of money you are.

The learn2.trade website uses cookies in order to provide you with the best experience. By visiting our website with your browser set to allow cookies, or by accepting our cookie policy notification you consent to our privacy policy, which details our cookie policy.

Learn 2 Trade Team never contact you directly and never ask for payment. We communicate with our clients via [email protected]. We have only two free Telegram channels that can be found on the site. All the VIP groups are available after purchasing a subscription. If you receive any messages from anyone, please report them and do not make any payments. This is not Learn 2 Trade Team.

Copyright © 2024 learn2.trade
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Deposit $250 with Eightcap to get lifetime access to our VIP Signals[image: ]
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GET VIP Signals
 Your capital is at risk Your capital is at risk

X


































We use cookies to ensure that we give you the best experience on our website. If you continue to use this site we will assume that you are happy with it.OkPrivacy policy
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Join our Telegram Channels


Learn2Trade Forex Channel

t.me/learn2tradenews



Learn2Trade Crypto Channel

t.me/learn2tradectypto
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Telegram
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Forex
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Crypto
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Algo
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News







